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Artificial light at night (ALAN) is closely associated with modern societies and is rapidly
increasing worldwide. A dynamically growing body of literature shows that ALAN
poses a serious threat to all levels of biodiversity—from genes to ecosystems. Many
“unknowns” remain to be addressed however, before we fully understand the impact of
ALAN on biodiversity and can design effective mitigation measures. Here, we distilled
the findings of a workshop on the effects of ALAN on biodiversity at the first World
Biodiversity Forum in Davos attended by several major research groups in the field from
across the globe. We argue that 11 pressing research questions have to be answered
to find ways to reduce the impact of ALAN on biodiversity. The questions address
fundamental knowledge gaps, ranging from basic challenges on how to standardize
light measurements, through the multi-level impacts on biodiversity, to opportunities and
challenges for more sustainable use.

Keywords: ecological light pollution, biodiversity loss, thresholds, traits, populations, ecosystems,
interdisciplinary, mitigation

INTRODUCTION

Our planet faces numerous challenges, many of which have direct and indirect connections to
biodiversity (Díaz et al., 2020). One such challenge is artificial light at night (ALAN) leading to
a fundamental change in the light environment over half of the Earth’s surface—the Earth at night.
ALAN has been growing exponentially since the nineteenth century and currently increases by
2–6% per year worldwide (Hölker et al., 2010a; Kyba et al., 2017). ALAN has been introduced in
places, at times, spectra and intensities that do not occur naturally (Gaston et al., 2015). Ecosystems
are largely organized by natural light-dark cycles, i.e., diurnal, yearly and lunar cycles, which have
been stable over geological and hence evolutionary time scales. ALAN-induced disruptions of those
cycles affect the structure and function of multiple levels of biodiversity that are again strongly
interconnected (Longcore and Rich, 2004; Hölker et al., 2010b; Gaston et al., 2013). Given the
growing global pervasiveness of ALAN (Kyba et al., 2017; Gaston et al., 2021), it is important to
understand how multiple levels of biodiversity respond to it directly and indirectly (Figure 1).
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Research into the ecological impacts of ALAN has exploded
in recent years, mostly focusing on changes in species behavior
and physiology (Gaston et al., 2015; Grubisic et al., 2019;
Sanders et al., 2021). Yet, many “unknowns” remain that need
to be addressed before we can understand and predict the
impact of ALAN on multiple levels of biodiversity (genes and
cells, individuals, populations, communities, ecosystems and
landscapes, Figure 1), and develop effective mitigation measures.
Here, we address these “unknowns” by synthesizing the results
of a special session and follow-up discussions at the first World
Biodiversity Forum in Davos, Switzerland, in 2020, where experts
from across the world convened to discuss the impacts of ALAN
on multiple levels of biodiversity over a broad spectrum of taxa in
multiple biomes (aerial, aquatic, and terrestrial). We capture the
complexity of the problem as broadly as possible by considering
that different natural light cycles (Figure 2A) are affected by
multiple forms of ALAN (e.g., streetlights, advertising lighting,
skyglow, Figure 2B) with multiple effects (e.g., lethal attraction
of organisms, disruption of circadian rhythms and erosion of
ecosystem functions) at multiple levels of biodiversity in multiple
realms (Figure 2C). Already at the World Biodiversity Forum
it became clear that a transition toward the more sustainable
use of ALAN is extremely challenging and requires answers to
questions that can only be tackled by broadening the disciplinary
perspective to strengthen transdisciplinary approaches.

FIGURE 1 | Impact of artificial light at night (ALAN) on multiple levels of
biodiversity. The multiple levels of biodiversity are interlinked, i.e., one level of
biodiversity may respond to ALAN and modify processes at other biodiversity
levels. For example, ALAN may impact the gene expression of certain clock
genes, which results in a reduced fitness of individuals and a population
decrease due to a phenological mismatch with other species and finally a
changed community composition. This may impact ecosystem processes and
nocturnal lightscapes (e.g., forests, coral reefs), which in turn influences all
other levels.

11 PRESSING RESEARCH QUESTIONS

We identify 11 research questions that can be clustered into three
main themes. We first outline questions linked to the diverse
nature of natural and ALAN. Second, we outline questions related
to the effects of ALAN on multiple levels of biodiversity. Finally,
we formulate research needs on how to bend the curve of ALAN-
induced biodiversity loss.

Interdisciplinary Barriers to Measuring
Nocturnal Light
ALAN research is inherently interdisciplinary, with knowledge
of the nighttime being fragmented across multiple subject
areas including astronomy, physics, ecology, chronobiology,
psychology, and engineering. Each field has different motivations
for conducting ALAN research, and draws upon different
instrumentation, measurement conventions, and experimental
frameworks. Multiple units of measurement for light are
encountered across the sciences, and many have little biological
relevance. The absence of instruments capable of performing
light at night measurements with the required level of detail,
and insufficient training of biologists in radiometry and light
propagation further compound this problem.

Q1 How to harmonize light measurement methods across
disciplinary boundaries?

The interdisciplinary nature of ALAN research has resulted
in different measurement approaches, procedures, and the use
of various light units (Hänel et al., 2018), which complicates
comparison of results (Kalinkat et al., 2021). Lighting engineers
measure mainly in human-centric photometric SI units (mostly
horizontal illuminance in lx, Figure 3), which some ALAN
researchers have adapted for their studies to better facilitate
the translation of results into lighting policy (see Q11).
Astronomers mainly measure the radiance of the night sky
(mostly at zenith) in units of magnitudes/arcsec2 in different
astronomical bands (see e.g., Patat, 2008). Some ALAN
researchers have adapted the use of a simple radiometer, the
Sky Quality Meter (SQM) that has its own spectral band
(Hänel et al., 2018), which can be extended to multiple color
channels (Kyba et al., 2012; Sánchez de Miguel et al., 2017).
The meaningfulness of single point SQM measurements for
biodiversity is, however, questionable and can be used in
the wrong context (Longcore et al., 2020). Biologists tend to
measure either irradiance or radiance in different spectral bands
(e.g., photosynthetically active radiation—PAR) and sometimes
report W (Watts) in micromole photons per seconds (µmol/s).
Visual ecologists prefer wavelength resolved “hyperspectral”
measurements, requiring high sensitivity spectrometers to
resolve at low nighttime light levels (see Spitschan et al.,
2016). Moreover, even within biodiversity research there are
large disciplinary differences in the state of the art for
measuring light. For example, while an array of measurement
systems exists for terrestrial habitats, the attenuation of light
in water makes hyperspectral light measurements even more
challenging in aquatic ecosystems (Jechow and Hölker, 2019a;
Tidau et al., 2021).
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FIGURE 2 | Artificial light at night: Potential sources, biodiversity impacts and responses are complex. Different natural light cycles (A) are affected by multiple forms
of ALAN (B) at multiple levels of biodiversity in multiple realms (e.g. from bottom up: gene expression; phenotypes; population dynamics, e.g. decline; community
composition; species dispersal and/or organismic fluxes across ecosystem boundaries and bioms) (C). ALAN can interact with multiple global change stressors (D).
Due to the potentially conflicting demands of ALAN a transition to a more sustainable use is extremely challenging and requires multiple levels of regulations (E).

For biodiversity studies, nocturnal light ideally would be
measured in biologically relevant ways, based on thresholds and
spectral sensitivities of the species under question (see Q2 and
Q5), because different light sources interfere differently with
the large diversity of sensory systems in nature (Davies et al.,
2013; see Q3). Furthermore, it is important to perform and
provide ALAN-free natural light reference measurements for
different habitats, seasons and weather conditions (Jechow and
Hölker, 2019b). One challenge is to break disciplinary boundaries
by, for example, connecting photometry of anthropogenic light
sources (performed by lighting engineers) and night-sky or night-
time radiometry (see e.g., Foster et al., 2021) to visual ecology

and species responses (van Grunsven et al., 2014; Longcore
et al., 2018; Seymoure et al., 2019). Thus, standardized light
measurements that allow comparison across ALAN disciplines
are desperately needed. Recent proposals favor spatially resolved
multi-spectral night-time radiance measurements of the full light
field (not just the upper hemisphere or at zenith) with digital
cameras with fisheye lenses in the RGB bands (Jechow et al., 2019;
Nilsson and Smolka, 2021), which is further supported by new
calibration strategies (Fiorentin et al., 2020; Cardiel et al., 2021)
and the proposal of a dark sky unit (Kolláth et al., 2020). This
method has radiance and irradiance information in three spectral
bands in one image. Additional hyperspectral measurements
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FIGURE 3 | Ranges of exposure that animals experience and respond to with natural variation in light and light intensities observed with ALAN (here using
human-centric metric lux). Illuminance during day, twilight, and night as a function of elevation angle of sun and moon; yellow solid line—sun illuminance on clear day,
gray dashed line—moonlight full moon.

or species-specific bands, however, are required for visual
ecologists, and a translation to photometric units is essential
for policy making and the connection to lighting professionals.
Thus, a wider and more interdisciplinary harmonization of
different needs for a broad application is required to help to
establish standardized protocols that are currently lacking. These
protocols should match the ecological and biological responses
being investigated in terms of spectral band and resolution,
directionality (radiance vs. irradiance; scalar vs. planar) and time
scale (see Q2). Such consistent and cross-disciplinary standards
for measurement are also necessary to formulate thresholds for
mitigation and management (Jechow and Hölker, 2019b; Davies
et al., 2020; see Q11).

Q2 What are biodiversity-relevant light-measurements and
methods?

The multiple realms and levels of biodiversity all have
specific photic properties and measurement requirements. At
the same time, quantifying ALAN is rather a complex task
that requires method development and training. Commercial,
off-the-shelf measurement equipment is rarely appropriate
because it lacks sensitivity and sufficient spatial and/or spectral
resolution. This becomes particularly challenging in aquatic or
aerial environments (Jechow and Hölker, 2019a). Furthermore,
ecologists often lack sufficient understanding of radiometry in
terms of units and measurement approaches, making it hard for
ecologists to interpret measurements obtained outside of their
field and translate them for their research (see Q1).

In ecological studies, information on ALAN is in most cases
derived from single point ground-based measurements with
limited spatial, temporal and spectral resolution, very often using
human centric devices like lux meters. To be able to understand
what an organism perceives, it is important to have the full spatial
and spectral information of the light field. This could be acquired
either with a spectroradiometer mounted on a rotational head
that scans the radiance over the whole sphere (Kocifaj et al., 2018)

or with a full-sphere hyperspectral camera that works at night-
time, which is not available yet (but see Alamús et al., 2017 for
night-time measurements and Shiwen et al., 2021 for full-sphere
hyperspectral imaging in a forest during day). Both solutions
are not technically mature, and the best current approximation
is full-sphere imaging with a fisheye lens digital camera system
with limited spectral resolution in the RGB bands (Jechow et al.,
2019). Further technological development toward a hyperspectral
solution are necessary and interim steps could be adding
additional spectral bands to such imaging systems like in the
ASTMON system (Aceituno et al., 2011) or by tailoring camera
systems to achieve hypercolorimetric multispectral imaging
(Colantonio et al., 2018). Ideally, the measurement strategy
should also cover temporal variations in light on short time scales
but also seasonal variations (Figure 2A). Remaining obstacles
of such a holistic approach are the complexity of data and
handling as well as potential high costs of a sophisticated device.
A combination of multiple measurement devices (multispectral
camera, hyperspectral single point, photometric single point)
might be a more practical compromise.

Another pressing issue is the extrapolation of single point
ground-based measurements to larger areas, which is relevant,
for example, for migratory species. Here, challenges are posed by
remote sensing approaches that are almost always only proxies
for the ecological variable of interest. Night-time satellite data
are limited in spatial, spectral and temporal resolution, but
color imaging from the international space station ISS, airborne
measurements, and particularly UAVs have the potential to fill the
existing gaps in ALAN related biodiversity research (Bouroussis
and Topalis, 2020; Levin et al., 2020; Sánchez de Miguel et al.,
2021). A key component to improving the utility of these data
would be research efforts that can translate what remotely sensed
values could represent for conditions at ground level, where first
steps have been taken but uncertainties remain high (Simons
et al., 2020). Furthermore, there is an urgent need for stand-alone
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satellite missions focused on understanding light pollution and
its effects on biodiversity (Barentine et al., 2021).

Focusing on skyglow is becoming a larger component of
ALAN research on biodiversity (Kyba and Hölker, 2013).
Skyglow occurs when ALAN radiates or reflects toward the sky
and the light scatters at atmospheric particles and brightens the
night sky (Aubé, 2015). In contrast to direct ALAN, skyglow can
act as a pollutant far away from its origin and therefore has the
potential to affect biodiversity over large spatial scales. Skyglow
is dynamic as it depends on atmospheric constituents, seasonal
effects such as leaf cover and ground albedo (Jechow and Hölker,
2019b) and can be dramatically amplified by clouds (Kyba et al.,
2011) causing ground illuminance brighter than moonlight in
extreme situations (Jechow et al., 2020; Figure 3). Skyglow
is often insufficiently quantified with single channel spectral
and spatial measurements at zenith. Again, multispectral (RGB)
fisheye-lens digital camera systems are promising for skyglow
measurements with more ecologically relevant information but
such systems need wider application in ecology (Thums et al.,
2016; Levin et al., 2020). Permanent installations can track
skyglow dynamics across the full sky dome (Jechow et al., 2018)
and if a similar measurement system is used for quantification of
direct light pollution, results become comparable.

Linkage between skyglow and remotely sensed night-time
light is possible via modeling. While a static world-wide model
for skyglow exists and is being widely used in ecological studies
(Falchi et al., 2016), a dynamic model that includes atmospheric
changes, cloud cover, snow, vegetation cover and similar factors
is still lacking.

Consequences for Biodiversity
Increasing evidence shows that the interference of ALAN with
natural cycles of light and darkness, i.e., changes of photoperiod,
intensity and spectra, influences a wide range of biological
processes, from gene expression to ecosystem functioning,
yet many questions remain about species and trait specific
sensitivities to ALAN, and how these affect biodiversity at
different scales (Gaston et al., 2015; Hopkins et al., 2018;
Dominoni et al., 2020a; Falcon et al., 2020; Sanders et al., 2021;
Figure 2). In this context, the following eight questions (Q3–Q10)
need to be addressed.

Q3 What are the relevant photoreceptor systems and their key
sensitivities?

Photosensory systems are near ubiquitous in nature and
are found across the animal and plant kingdom down to
single-celled organisms. Accordingly, photosensory systems and
their response to light are hugely diverse, ranging from single
photoreceptor cells to complex image forming camera-type eyes,
which can capture (spatial) information and facilitate color
guided behaviors as well as polarization patterns invisible to
humans (Horváth et al., 2009; Land and Nilsson, 2012).

Photic stimuli, however, strongly vary between biological
realms, across seasons and over the course of a day (Figures 2A,
3). For example, the optical properties of freshwater and seawater
strongly attenuate the light aquatic organisms are exposed
to, shaping light environments that greatly differ in spectral
composition, intensity and spatial information from those on

land. Seawater in the open ocean attenuates blue light the
least and hence many marine organisms are sensitive in this
spectral region. In contrast, coastal waters and freshwater systems
are transparent at different (typically longer) wavelengths and
variable in their inherent optical properties, causing a less specific
adaptation of organisms for specific wavelengths (Grubisic et al.,
2019; Kühne et al., 2021).

Many nocturnal and crepuscular organisms are adapted to
dim photic stimuli; some can use celestial bodies as a source
of information (Dacke et al., 2003; Ugolini et al., 2003; Foster
et al., 2018). Moonlight serves as a major environmental cue, for
example entraining diel vertical migration on zooplankton down
to 100 m (Last et al., 2016). On the other hand, the high sensitivity
to low intensities of natural light makes those organisms (both
terrestrial and aquatic) prone to disruptions even by low intensity
ALAN, such as the globally widespread artificial skyglow (Moore
et al., 2000; Kupprat et al., 2020; Torres et al., 2020; Figure 3).

ALAN research is inevitably inhibited by the lack of species
for which photoreceptor systems and key spectral and light
sensitivities of photobiological responses have been adequately
described (e.g., overview for marine organisms in Tidau et al.,
2021). For one of the best photobiologically studied classes,
insects, a recent literature search revealed information on the
spectral sensitivity of photoreceptors of only 221 insect species
from 82 genera and 13 orders (van der Kooi et al., 2021). With
almost 1 million species, half of which are nocturnal (Hölker
et al., 2010b), this represents less than 0.03% of all insect species.
Nonetheless, phylogenetically conserved patterns of sensitivity
have been identified in some animal classes. Both visual and non-
visual photoreceptor systems and their corresponding spectral
sensitivities can be conserved within taxonomic groups (e.g., in
mammals melanopsin and sensitivity to blue wavelengths). Most
terrestrial insects are particularly attracted to ultraviolet and blue
light (Donners et al., 2018; but see also Owens and Lewis, 2021).
Similarly, most arthropods show a greater responsivity to blue
light and most vertebrates show a lower responsivity to longer
wavelengths (Davies et al., 2013; Longcore et al., 2018; Grubisic
et al., 2019). Furthermore, within habitats, specific spectral
sensitivities might be common to the organisms living there.
For example, many species of aquatic turtles and fish are more
sensitive to longer wavelengths in freshwaters and to shorter
wavelengths in clear marine systems, i.e., their sensitivities relate
to the optical water properties where they typically evolved
(Grubisic et al., 2019; Wyneken and Salmon, 2020).

More fundamental research in visual biology is needed to
describe both the inherent sensitivity of animal visual and non-
visual systems to base ALAN research on. In addition, the spectral
dependence of behavioral and physiological responses to light,
and their relationship to intensity, ecological context, previous
light exposure, and other factors demand attention.

Q4 Which species traits are most sensitive to ALAN?
Generalizations about which traits of species may be

most sensitive to certain factors of global change are useful
for predicting their ecological consequences. As with many
manmade impacts on the natural environment, nighttime
lighting can filter out species with functional response traits that
cause species to be more sensitive to ALAN (Franzén et al., 2020;
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Cox et al., 2021; Voigt et al., 2021). To give an example,
high sensitivity to light in the eyes of North American bird
species has been associated with a greater advancement of
reproductive timing in response to light exposure, possibly
leading to phenological mismatches (Senzaki et al., 2020).
Elucidating biological traits that predicate sensitivity to ALAN
is therefore critical for identifying ALAN-vulnerable species
around the world (Secondi et al., 2020).

Light-dark cycles vary along latitudinal gradients (Hut et al.,
2013), hence species traits that predicate sensitivity to ALAN are
also expected to vary with latitude (Secondi et al., 2020). While
birds in lower latitudes started to sing earlier when exposed to
ALAN, in high latitudes the seasonal increase of natural light
can mask ALAN effects on the onset of bird song (Da Silva
and Kempenaers, 2017). Furthermore, 47 out of 140 bird species
studied in North America are becoming more abundant with
increasing light exposure during longer nights, probably because
light extends the perceived photoperiod and birds take advantage
of higher visibility (Wilson et al., 2021).

Meta-analyses of species demonstrably impacted by ALAN
proved to be useful for identifying ALAN sensitive traits
(e.g., Sanders et al., 2021), which may include eye/body size
ratios indicating light sensitivity, aspects of eye morphology,
mobility (e.g., sessile organisms vs. mobile), geographical
range size (e.g., probability that migrating species have of
encountering ALAN), life history traits, temporal niche
(e.g., nocturnality or crepuscularity), habitat affiliation,
and seasonal and lunar phenological events (e.g., timing of
reproduction). We are just beginning to understand which
biological traits predict sensitivity to the disruption of natural
light intensity, cycles, and spectra due to ALAN (Grubisic
et al., 2019; Sanders et al., 2021). Future studies should also
examine in more animal and plant species how functional
traits and contexts (e.g., latitude, habitat affiliation) relate to
sensitivity to ALAN.

Q5 Above which thresholds does ALAN exposure become
critical?

The majority of documented ALAN effects on species are in
response to single exposure levels (Davies et al., 2017; Manfrin
et al., 2017; van Grunsven et al., 2020). These studies have proved
valuable for drawing attention to the sheer scale of ALAN impacts
on individual species. In reality, irradiance of ALAN perceived
by organisms varies spatially. An important prerequisite for
upscaling to different ecosystems and landscapes (see Q9) is an
understanding of changes in the measured biological responses
as a function of multiple exposure levels (Brüning et al., 2015;
Sanders et al., 2015; de Jong et al., 2016). Although challenging
to deliver, and sometimes giving idiosyncratic results, dose-
response experiments have proved powerful at identifying critical
exposure thresholds in toxicology (Vandenberg et al., 2012),
and should be a focal point for current and future ecological
light pollution experiments (Brüning et al., 2015; de Jong et al.,
2016; Kupprat et al., 2020). In particular, we need more studies
testing for the effects of ALAN of lower intensities (e.g., from
skyglow), which many organisms may experience throughout
large areas worldwide (Kyba and Hölker, 2013; Grubisic et al.,
2019) (see Q2).

Similarly, we lack an understanding of the sensitivity of species
to the spectra of ALAN. Quantifying wavelength-dependent
responses to ALAN is critical to predicting the impact of
different lighting technologies and identifying spectra that can
minimize deleterious impacts (Spoelstra et al., 2015; Brüning
et al., 2016; Donners et al., 2018; Longcore et al., 2018).
The utility of this approach is empirically well demonstrated;
however, its application across a broader range of species is
confined to those whose spectral response curves have been
quantified. Consistencies in the number of photoreceptors and
maximal wavelengths of sensitivity can and are used to form
generalizations across broad taxonomic groupings (e.g., class,
order; Davies et al., 2013; van Grunsven et al., 2014; Kühne et al.,
2021). High precision insights into the responses of individual
taxa however remain constrained by published spectral sensitivity
information. Advances in our understanding of ALAN impacts
are, in this way (and many others), partly limited by advances in
fundamental photobiology and visual ecology (see Q3).

Q6 How and at what rates can populations adapt to ALAN?
The spatial light distribution, spectral composition, and the

intensity of ALAN are unprecedented on evolutionary time scales
(Hopkins et al., 2018). As when studying many anthropogenic
impacts on the natural world, initial experiments have quantified
behavioral and/or physiological responses to ALAN (Tuomainen
and Candolin, 2011; Gaston et al., 2015). These effects on
the individual will, however, compromise organism fitness (Sih
et al., 2011) such as survival and reproductive success, ultimately
manifesting impacts on population demography, and/or lead to
microevolution (Figure 2C). To give one example, insects that are
drawn to light will either die (e.g., by predation or exhaustion)
or have reduced fitness compared to individuals of the same
population that are less attracted by light. If this variation in light
attraction has a heritable basis, this may lead to a response to the
selection of genotypes in the population that are less attracted to
light (Altermatt and Ebert, 2016). In those cases, ALAN will lead
to micro-evolution. To date, much of the available knowledge
on ALAN impacts is based on short-term experiments that are
not able to observe evolutionary compensation mechanisms over
long periods of time (Gaston et al., 2015; Kalinkat et al., 2021).

The challenge of analyzing ALAN-related trait changes (e.g.,
body size, relative eye size, and wing length, see Q4) over many
generations could be addressed by examining museum vouchers
collected for long periods of time (e.g., Keinath et al., 2021).
Furthermore, ALAN research could adopt approaches and tools
from quantitative genetics to understand and predict how species
evolutionarily adapt to changes in their light environment. For
this, both selection on ALAN-related traits needs to be measured
and the heritability of these traits estimated. The rate of genetic
change may, however, be small, as has been shown for wild
species (Charmantier and Gienapp, 2014), and is likely to be too
slow to adapt. This is because anthropogenic disturbances often
introduce more rapid rates of environmental change compared
to what organisms have experienced in their evolutionary past
(Palumbi, 2001). The rate of genetic change is likely to be higher
for species with a short generation time and standing genetic
variation, such as microorganisms or insects. Indeed, some
examples have been documented of the micro-evolution of insect
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species in response to climate change (Bradshaw and Holzapfel,
2001; Van Asch et al., 2007). In this context, evolutionary trap
theory may offer a framework for understanding and mitigating
the effects of ALAN (Haynes and Robertson, 2021).

Q7 How does ALAN alter biodiversity by redistributing species?
ALAN is known to affect the behavior of species, including

altered orientation, navigation, foraging, and predator avoidance
behaviors of a wide range of organisms (McLaren et al., 2018;
Manríquez et al., 2019). One frequently observed phenomenon is
the aggregation of individuals in artificially lit patches, reducing
their presence in the darker surroundings. Conversely, the
density of species repelled by light is likely to increase in dark
locations neighboring illuminated areas (Manfrin et al., 2017;
Giavi et al., 2020). Such heterogeneous responses to ALAN
among and within taxonomic groups change species distribution
patterns and create novel communities (Hölker et al., 2015;
Sanders and Gaston, 2018; Voigt et al., 2021; Figure 2C)
with potential cascading effects on ecosystem functions such
as mineralization, pollination, or seed dispersal (Lewanzik and
Voigt, 2014; Knop et al., 2017; van Grunsven et al., 2018). To
date, our knowledge on how the effects of ALAN on community
composition might be scaling up to affect ecosystem processes
remains limited (Knop et al., 2017; Grubisic et al., 2018; Giavi
et al., 2020).

Long term monitoring studies replicated at large spatial
scales represent one option for quantifying changes in species
distributions in response to ALAN, but they are still very rare
(van Grunsven et al., 2020; Kalinkat et al., 2021). One reason is
that such experiments present significant logistical and financial
challenges, principally due to the large levels of replication
required to control for multiple confounding environmental
factors that are likely collinear with ALAN. A further challenge is
to have data on how long and with which light properties ALAN
has been applied (see Q2). Since there can be marked between-
year variation in the influences of ALAN, it is critical to run
such experiments linked to environmental context and seasonal
timing over several generations of key species (ideally more than
10 years, van Grunsven et al., 2020; Kalinkat et al., 2021).

Q8 How does ALAN affect biodiversity through indirectly
altering species interactions?

Global environmental pressures threaten biodiversity directly
through changes in species’ physiology and behavior, and
indirectly through interactions between impacted species and
other species within ecological communities (Tylianakis et al.,
2008). To date only a few studies have quantified indirect effects
of ALAN caused by altered species interactions within (Knop
et al., 2017; Giavi et al., 2020, 2021), or across trophic levels
(Bennie et al., 2018; Manfrin et al., 2018; Sanders et al., 2018;
Maggi et al., 2020), and we are far from being able to predict
where indirect effects occur and their likely importance for the
wider ecosystem.

Further mesocosm experiments that manipulate a more
diverse array of interacting communities are needed (Sanders
et al., 2018). Also, further field studies are necessary such as
studies on changes in the structure of entire species interaction
networks and linking these to ecosystem functions (e.g., Knop
et al., 2017). Furthermore, indirect approaches that document

altered species interactions due to ALAN, such as stable isotope
analyses (Manfrin et al., 2018), molecular analyses of gut contents
or fecal samples (Cravens et al., 2018), GPS data analyses of
predator–prey dynamics (Ditmer et al., 2021), or the analyses
of pollen transport networks (Macgregor et al., 2017) are other
promising approaches. Finally, more emphasis should also be
placed on spatial (Giavi et al., 2020) and on temporal indirect
effects of ALAN on species interactions.

Q9 What are the effects of ALAN on biodiversity at the
ecosystem and at the landscape level?

Effects of global change drivers on biodiversity and ecosystem
functioning might vary between ecosystems (Sage, 2020). In this
vein, we can expect that the effect of ALAN on biodiversity will
not be consistent across ecosystems and landscapes with some
systems and areas being more susceptible to light pollution than
others. On the one hand, the spread of light within ecosystems
might vary depending on ecosystem type, lighting technology and
medium (e.g., air, water, see Q3). The structure of a forest, for
example, leads to a stronger attenuation of light (vertically and
horizontally) compared to grasslands, which may make species
adapted to closed habitats more vulnerable to ALAN compared to
species adapted to open habitats (Voigt et al., 2021; Wilson et al.,
2021). On the other hand, different latitudes harbor different
ecosystems and hence species inhabiting them. Yet, the extent to
which photoperiod and climate modulate exposure to ALAN at a
given latitude is unknown (Secondi et al., 2020). Also, ecosystems
interact and thus changes in one ecosystem due to ALAN will
likely also impact linked ecosystems (e.g., Manfrin et al., 2017;
Figure 2C). Finally, there is mounting evidence of ALAN impacts
on ecosystem engineers such as corals and intertidal crabs, which
can again modify the environmental context they are embedded
in and hence affect biodiversity at the ecosystem level (Ayalon
et al., 2021; Nuñez et al., 2021).

Light corridors and networks (e.g., illuminated roads), as
well as light patches (e.g., an illuminated gas station in
a dark environment) can impact landscapes by acting as
barriers to movement and dispersal, and as population sinks
(Degen et al., 2016; Laforge et al., 2019; van Grunsven
et al., 2020). Changing the ability of species to move through
landscapes may alter foraging and reproductive opportunities
for individuals, modifying habitat connectivity and gene
flow between populations, disrupting recolonization of habitat
patches, and altering metapopulation dynamics (Caplat et al.,
2016; Grubisic et al., 2018; Camacho et al., 2021; Gaston et al.,
2021).

Even though the effects of ALAN on biodiversity might vary
across ecosystems and landscapes, most research has focused
on a very limited range of ecosystems, namely on natural
terrestrial systems of temperate and developed regions. Also,
nearly all documented effects are on individuals and ecological
communities, while our understanding of effects on ecosystems
and at the landscape level remains limited (Secondi et al.,
2020). Empirical upscaling of individual level responses (see Q5)
to changes in species biogeography would provide compelling
evidence of ALAN’s potential to reshape nature at the landscape
scale. Thus, despite challenges in accessing certain ecosystems
(marine offshore, high altitudes, lakes) remain, more work in
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a wider array of ecosystems and landscapes is warranted, both
within and between biogeographic realms.

Q10 How does ALAN interact with multiple global change
stressors?

ALAN is considered to be a major driver of global change
with negative consequences for biodiversity (Hölker et al., 2010b;
Davies and Smyth, 2018). It typically co-occurs with other global
change drivers, such as climate change, anthropogenic noise, or
land-use change, especially in urban areas (Perkin et al., 2011;
Halfwerk and Slabbekoorn, 2015; Swaddle et al., 2015; Dominoni
et al., 2020a; Figure 2D). Interactive effects of ALAN with other
global change drivers are therefore likely (Rillig et al., 2019),
which could be additive, antagonistic or synergistic (Jackson
et al., 2016; Birk et al., 2020). To give one example, Miller
et al. (2017) demonstrate that night-time warming combined
with light pollution had non-additive impacts on predator–prey
interactions. These stressors, however, often vary in parallel
making it challenging to disentangle their effects on biodiversity.

A number of approaches exist to quantify the impact of
ALAN on biodiversity in combination with other global change
factors. While none of these in isolation will be enough to
resolve the complexity of multiple interacting stressors, they
can provide discrete novel insights that collectively provide
a weight of evidence to direct future research. Firstly, under
controlled conditions fully crossed factorial experiments can
empirically quantify the existence of interactions between global
change stressors (McMahon et al., 2017; Dominoni et al., 2020b).
Secondly, when ALAN is experimentally controlled in natural
situations for years, and a second factor varies over time, like
temperature or precipitation, the interaction between ALAN and
these stressors can be assessed. For instance, there is only an
effect of ALAN on seasonal timing in great tits (Parus major) in
cold springs, when the birds lay on average late (Dominoni et al.,
2020c). A similar observation has been made for the impact of
ALAN on the timing of bud-burst, with a pronounced effect of
light on late-budding tree species (Ffrench-Constant et al., 2016).
Thirdly, when the intensity or spectral characteristics of ALAN
are changed and another stressor remains constant, a BACI
(before-after, control-impact) approach could be used to quantify
any emergent responses over time. Fourthly, in a recent study,
Wilson et al. (2021) introduced another promising approach
to disentangle the combined effects of different anthropogenic
stressors. They used a large data set generated by community
and citizen scientists1 that allowed them to analyze effects of
ALAN and noise pollution on bird occurrences. Although this
approach is prone to various spatial and temporal biases (e.g.,
Geldmann et al., 2016), the large scale and high number of
observations in such projects may enable insightful analyses
given carefully tailored statistical models (e.g., Bird et al., 2014).
In a similar vein, so-called distributed experiments by multiple
research teams across countries and continents (e.g., the NutNet
experiment; Borer et al., 2014) are another option to capture a
much larger range of co-exposure to ALAN and other relevant
stressors. To date we are not aware of any distributed experiments
that explicitly address ALAN in combination with other stressors.

1www.feederwatch.org

Finally, the additive or interactive effects of stressors can be
estimated from meta-analysis, provided that there are a sufficient
number of studies (Birk et al., 2020).

Bending the Curve of Biodiversity Loss
Light pollution is only recently coming to the attention of
those beyond the interested scientific communities such as
lighting professionals (Schulte-Römer et al., 2019; Pérez Vega
et al., 2021). The effect of light pollution in environmental and
social considerations remains largely under-acknowledged. The
consequence is that “sustainable lighting” currently aims mainly
toward energy efficient technology to reduce the carbon footprint
of lighting while ignoring the adverse effects of light pollution
on biodiversity. To bend the curve of biodiversity loss (i.e., to
reverse the decline) solid transdisciplinary solutions that have
emerged from a collaboration of practice, research, production,
decision-making and planning are crucial.

Q11 What are opportunities and challenges for an effective
management of ALAN?

Although there is already evidence of readily available,
and inexpensive, mitigation strategies that work (e.g., light
orientation, proper shielding, intensity scaled to intended use,
and spectral tuning (Hölker et al., 2010a; Gaston et al., 2012;
Schroer and Hölker, 2017), uncertainty remains regarding
which approaches are best for reducing the ecological
effects of ALAN. The pros and cons of different approaches
continue to be debated at length as a result of conflicting
cultural, political, economic, and institutional demands
(Figure 2E). At the same time, novel lighting technologies
and concepts are constantly emerging. Thus, biodiversity-
friendly ALAN solutions need to be solicited with a broad
range of actors originating from different backgrounds,
which makes successful negotiations for sustainable lighting
challenging (see also Q1).

Many attempts to reduce light pollution run up against
positive connotations of lighting (e.g., aesthetics, modernity,
and security), which are deeply ingrained in modern societies
(Jakle and Thompson, 2001; Hölker et al., 2010a). While
there is a general perception that urban lighting improves
safety and security regarding traffic accidents and crime, the
empirical evidence is not very solid (Marchant et al., 2020).
Awareness raising campaigns are needed to garner public support
for implementing biodiversity friendly ALAN management
strategies (Zielińska-Dabkowska et al., 2020), however such
campaigns should draw on the benefits of darkness as a source
of quietness and recovery, as much as its importance for
biodiversity conservation.

Despite numerous attempts to control light pollution and
to reduce its impact through policies regulating the use of
outdoor ALAN, minimal success has been achieved in a
limited number of geographic areas (Barentine, 2020). One
reason for this is that the regulatory management of ALAN
depends heavily on the political and administrative actors
involved, who must take into account various aspects such
as safety and security, energy efficiency, design, and health
and environmental concerns. Future transdisciplinary policy
initiatives to address light pollution must therefore consider
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the many benefits of ALAN while addressing its negative
impacts (Hölker et al., 2010a; Challéat et al., 2021). A legislative
shortcoming in environmental protection is that often only
species with special protection status are protected if they
show, for example, avoidance behavior toward ALAN. Adverse
effects on species and landscapes without special protection
status are rarely considered by existing regulations (Schroer
et al., 2020). In addition, outdoor lighting policies should
consider the entire makeup of urban lighting (for example
advertising, architectural lighting, and sports lighting), rather
than focus solely on road lights (Kyba et al., 2021). A promising
example is the German “insect protection” law recently
implemented in the Federal Nature Conservation Act (Thomas,
2021), which aims to achieve a balance between emission
regulation and immission control. The respective ordinance
is still pending, where several issues on the measurement
and assessment have to be specified (especially Q1–Q5). The
conservation concept of implementing dark ecological networks
consisting of core areas, corridors, and buffer zones to limit
the impacts of light pollution on biodiversity at the landscape
level is another interesting example (e.g., Challéat et al.,
2021).

Although lighting professionals (e.g., design and industry)
increasingly acknowledge ALAN as a threat to biodiversity,
there are diverging views regarding potential obstacles to light
pollution mitigation (Schulte-Römer et al., 2019; Pérez Vega
et al., 2021). Current technological advancements in outdoor
lighting, particularly LEDs, in principle allow developing lighting
mitigation strategies that balance conflicting interests between
humans and biodiversity, but this potential remains largely
untapped (Longcore, 2018; Bolliger et al., 2020; Deichmann et al.,
2021; Jägerbrand and Bouroussis, 2021). Furthermore, LEDs are
an energy efficient technology that promises net savings in energy
consumption. Past experience has shown that lighting is often
subject to a strong rebound effect, where an increase in luminous
efficacy resulted in higher light consumption rather than the
targeted energy savings. Unfortunately, such a rebound effect is
most likely also currently observed for LED technology, which
can ultimately lead to further loss of natural nightscapes (Hölker
et al., 2010a; Kyba et al., 2014).

A systematic consideration of ALAN issues that facilitates
successful translation to a future sustainable lighting policy
that harmonizes the needs of diverse stakeholder groups is
still lacking (Pérez Vega et al., 2021). Achieving this demands
inter- and transdisciplinary research involving collaboration
between lighting engineers, ecologists, and other relevant
stakeholder groups. Interdisciplinary institutions that work on
the topic of light pollution and biodiversity conservation are
currently lacking, in part because consideration of nighttime
ecology is significantly underrepresented in ecological research.
Gaston (2019) argues for a synthetic research program in
this area of science. Interdisciplinary institutions such as
research institutes or university departments for nighttime
and light pollution research could be of great help to
develop multi-level and cross-scale concepts, assessments,
and evaluations of developments toward sustainable lighting
(Kyba et al., 2020).

CONCLUSION

Due to anthropogenic activities, biodiversity has declined around
the globe (IPBES, 2019) and global biodiversity is facing a sixth
mass extinction (Barnosky et al., 2011). ALAN is one of the
global change drivers (Davies and Smyth, 2018) contributing
to the worldwide decline of biodiversity. Our summary of
11 key pressing questions shows that future research needs
to address a mix of complex and interrelated questions to
better assess the consequences of ALAN for biodiversity and
to have a basis for designing efficient measures to minimize
its ecological impacts. The goal for future interdisciplinary
research should be to guide the diverse field of research,
so information on biodiversity-relevant nocturnal light will
be accessible, rigorous, and comparable across studies and
disciplines. This requires a broader thinking about how to best
characterize and measure ALAN from the perspective of the
species or habitat of concern. Furthermore, we have to move
from focusing on the physiological and behavioral effects on
single species to how ALAN affects all levels of biodiversity
including genotypes, communities, ecosystems, and landscapes,
including direct and indirect interactions within and among
those levels. The different natural light cycles, their role in
shaping biodiversity, and their interaction with ALAN impacts
needs more attention. Furthermore, ALAN should no longer
be considered in isolation from other global change drivers but
rather be addressed in a multiple stressor framework where
sufficient knowledge of singular impacts allows. The same
is true for considering multiple realms (e.g., aerial, aquatic,
and terrestrial) and their interactions. This requires that we
advance our techniques for quantifying spectral, spatial, and
temporal ALAN patterns at multiple scales. Finally, it is not
enough to only report that ALAN negatively impacts airborne,
aquatic, and terrestrial organisms and ecosystems. More socio-
ecological research needs to be directed toward understanding
the cultural, political, economic, and institutional barriers that
prevent implementation of mitigation measures and toward
testing whether and how ALAN can be regulated and light
pollution abated effectively.

We conclude that to further develop effective conservation
measures aimed at reducing ALAN-induced biodiversity loss,
a variety of challenges need to be addressed, ranging from
broadening disciplinary perspectives (e.g., from individual
species to communities) to strengthening transdisciplinary
approaches and ultimately protecting species, ecosystems,
and landscapes through effective conservation measures.
For now, the information available to inform mitigation
strategies remains modest, and as such the precautionary
principle should be adopted as the basis for management
recommendations while we answer the open questions
identified in this study.
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